Ten Largest Hotel Brands’ Average Sale Prices
By David J. Sangree, MAI, CPA, ISHC
Summary: Hotel & Leisure Advisors has accumulated a database of more than 6,000
hotel sales since 2000. This article analyzes the average hotel sale prices per room for
the major brands in the hotel industry. Our comparison includes top 10 brands by room
count. It includes nearly 3,000 transactions between January 2007 and August 2011. Our
analysis indicates that the Hilton Hotels and Resorts brand achieved the highest mean
and median sale price per room of the top brands by room count in the United States,
while the Days Inn brand achieved the lowest mean and median sale prices per room.
Premise of the Study: We have utilized sales from 2007 to 2011 within our sales
database to present the mean, median, high, and low sale prices per room for the top ten
brands with the greatest number of rooms in existence in the United States. These
brands were chosen from “The Brand Report” published by Hotel Business. The following
table displays the brands, their room counts, and the brand classification as defined by
Smith Travel Research.
Top Ten Brands by Rooms Count
Rooms

Brand Classification

Best Western International

Brand Name

309,580

Midscale & Upper Midscale

Holiday Inn Hotels & Resorts

238,440

Upper Midscale

Marriott Hotels & Resorts

202,213

Upper Upscale

Holiday Inn Express

193,268

Upper Midscale

Hilton Hotels & Resorts

192,159

Upper Upscale

Hampton Hotels

177,448

Upper Midscale

Comfort Inns

153,747

Upper Midscale

Days Inn

148,155

Economy

Sheraton Hotels & Resorts

138,356

Upper Upscale

Super 8

134,827

Economy

Source: The Brand Report, Hotel Business (as of 9/30/10) and Smith Travel Research

Sales Analysis: The results of data aggregation within our system are shown in the
following chart. The minimum sample size for each brand was 40 sales transactions. The
chart displays sales with prices before any planned renovation that may have taken place
at the individual property.
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Top 10 Brand's Hotel Sale Prices (2007-2011) (United States)
Properties In
Sample

Mean Sale
Price/Room

Median Sale
Price/Room

High Sale
Price/Room

Low Sale
Price/Room

Median Room
Size

Hilton Hotels & Resorts

40

$221,512

$156,020

$856,164

$22,768

316

Marriott Hotels & Resorts

67

$166,484

$136,409

$567,662

$29,707

355

107

$125,352

$100,510

$710,000

$7,951

119

Sheraton Hotels & Resorts

Hampton Hotels

55

$109,429

$95,763

$331,613

$17,949

291

Holiday Inn Express

64

$88,560

$69,318

$351,200

$21,251

81

Best Western International

69

$77,526

$51,304

$403,892

$14,228

97

Comfort Inns

85

$70,001

$57,459

$446,429

$15,023

75

118

$66,775

$37,118

$566,520

$4,583

201

Super 8

58

$31,868

$25,746

$107,393

$14,468

68

Days Inn

51

$30,433

$30,574

$409,836

$2,397

100

Holiday Inn Hotels & Resorts

Source: Hotel & Leisure Advisors (as of August 2011)

The analysis reveals various trends of the property sale prices of the ten largest brands.
The average sale prices mostly correlate with the quality ranking of each of the brands as
measured by Smith Travel Research, AAA or other travel ranking services with a few
exceptions. The Hilton and Marriott brands recorded the top two rankings on the average
sale prices. They both represent full-service upper upscale brands. Surprisingly, Hampton
hotels achieved the third highest ranking despite being an upper midscale limited-service
property type. Days Inn and Super 8 both represent economy brands and not surprisingly
achieved the lowest mean sale prices. The following describes each of the brands and
conclusions.
Hilton Hotels & Resorts had the highest mean and median per room values in our
sample. This upper upscale brand included a number of sales in major urban markets
including New York City where hotels typically sell for higher per room values. Only a
handful of transactions fell under $100,000 per room within the brand. That is a
testament to the consistent and strong quality levels that the brand maintains, which
allows for a higher sale price per room. This brand had fewer distressed sales over the
past two years than other brands.
Marriott Hotels & Resorts had the second highest per key value. This upper upscale
brand is also typically located in major urban markets that achieve higher prices per
room. The mean and median values per room for Marriott property sales were quite
close. The tighter price spread of sale prices per room reflects the strict brand standards
imposed by Marriott and the generally well maintained properties. Fewer Marriott
properties were sold as distressed assets when compared to the general hotel market.
Hampton Inns and Inns & Suites were one of the “stars” of this data sample. While
its hotels are of a limited-service concept, its properties sold for much greater values
than even some full-service hotels. This speaks to the strength of the brand in general
and the brand’s strictly enforced requirements to maintain and renovate the properties.
As far as the range of sales goes, the low and high sales are truly outliers. The highest
sale price shown of a Hampton Inn was from a sale in New York City while a majority of
the Hampton sales were located in suburban markets.
Sheraton Hotels & Resorts showed a mean per key value of $109,429. This upper
upscale brand has implemented major renovation projects throughout the brand, which
has caused some properties to leave the system and other properties to implement large
product improvement plans upon sale. The sale prices shown reflect the prices prior to
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any renovation estimates. Sheraton Hotels have sold in both urban and suburban
markets.
Holiday Inn Express represents a limited-service upper midscale brand that sold for per
room values near to and greater than other property types offering more numerous
amenities. The strength of the brand is due to strong consistency of its hotels, which
require fewer renovations. Holiday Inn Express had a fairly wide spread of hotel values
due to the properties being located everywhere from major urban markets to highway
rest stops and more rural areas. The economic downturn caused the spread to widen, as
our data set ranges from 2007 to 2011.
Best Western is the largest brand by number of hotel rooms and includes properties in
both the midscale and upscale segments. Best Western has properties in various rural,
urban, and suburban markets. This is the only membership-based brand of the top 10
brands, and allows its hotels more flexibility in design than some of the other major
brands. This is apparent since the brand had a mean sale price of $77,526 per room yet
still a very wide spread to its sales prices per room.
Comfort Inn represents the largest brand owned by Choice Hotels International and is
defined by Smith Travel Research as an upper midscale brand. Our sample includes 10
transactions above $100,000 per room located in urban markets including two located in
New York City, which sold for over $400,000 per room. The majority of sales of Comfort
Inn properties were below the mean sale price of the brand.
Holiday Inn Hotels & Resorts represents one of the oldest franchise hotel brands in the
United States and is considered by Smith Travel Research as an upper midscale brand.
This brand achieved the highest number of sales over the four-year time period. This has
occurred partially because the brand is going through a major transition. Intercontinental
Hotels Group has been requiring owners to renovate their properties to improve the
overall consistency of the brand. A number of Holiday Inn properties changed franchise
affiliations upon sale. The sale prices are lower as the buyers anticipated having to spend
additional renovation costs (not included in the recorded sale prices).
Super 8 is one of two Wyndham brands included among the top 10 hotel brands in the
United States. This brand had a very tight spread of sales due mainly to the fact that
economy properties do not see as wide a price range per room for their hotels as more
upscale properties. Additionally, these properties have more suburban and rural locations
with few urban hotels utilizing this hotel franchise.
Days Inn represents one of the older franchise hotel brands in the United States and is
also a Wyndham brand. The Days Inn brand experienced similar results to the Super 8
brand. This brand had one of its properties sell for the lowest sale price per room of any
of the top 10 brands. The brand had mean and median values that are very close, which
attests to the fact that Days Inn’s per room values are highly concentrated in the less
than $50,000 per room range.
Conclusion: Our study of brand values for the top 10 brands in the United States,
indicates a wide range of historical sale prices over the time period between 2007 and
August 2011. Not surprisingly, our study indicates that the higher the brand quality level,
typically the higher sale price per room. However, certain brands such as Hampton have
been able to maintain a higher sales price range per room than many full-service brands
despite being in a limited-service brand segment. The higher sale price per room of the
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Hampton brand correlates with the above average RevPAR market penetration rate which
the brand achieves as compared to other limited-service brands.
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